Trauma Informed Care In
Adaptive Sports Instruction
General Guidance
• Use CLEAR communication:
• Calming voice and tone;
• Listen deeply;
• Explain the how and why of what you are doing;
• Ask engaging questions; and
• Reduce distractions
• Always ask before touching an athlete!
• Ask the athlete what they like to be called. You may also want to ask them
their preferred pronouns.
• When reading an athlete’s file, take particular note of any indications of
potential past trauma
• If a client is avoiding direct eye-contact, do not force it
• Set up the space and session in a consistent way, so athletes know what to
expect
• Check-in with athletes about how they are feeling, what’s happening in their
bodies and minds, and what to expect for the day
• Share the expectations of the day and work with athletes to identify and
prepare for potential moments of bad stress
• Be consistent in all your interactions and offer routine for athletes
• Focus in on one skill at a time
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• Focus on progress rather than performance
• Build competence by recognizing small accomplishments and use that
momentum
• Encourage expression of emotions – both verbal and non-verbal
• Offer choices of what to do throughout the session
• Offer opportunities for athletes to opt out and opt back in to play
• Reframe challenging situations in a positive, hopeful light that highlights the
athlete’s strengths
• Engage athletes by inviting them for input
• Check in and debrief with the athlete by reviewing and asking “looking back”
questions
• Support good stress by reminding athletes how they are positively handling
the stress, encouraging them to stay in the game, and to pay attention to how
they feel
• Stop bad stress by making athletes aware of their negative reactions, helping
them articulate their feelings under pressure, and encouraging them to take a
break
• No matter what happens, maintain your composure and project a sense of
calm – athletes struggling to self-regulate will read and internalize your panic
• Offer a closing activity that is always a marker for the session ending and helps
athletes leave on a high note
• Provide routine around the transition at the end of the session
• Be available for informal time before and after practice – create opportunities
for informal connection
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Communication Matters
Avoid phrases such as:
• “It’s going to be okay. Trust me.”
• “There’s nothing to be scared of.”
• “Let me tell you all the reasons you don’t have to worry.”
• “Stop being such a worrier.”
• “I don’t understand why you’re so worried.”
Instead, you can acknowledge what a person is feeling without agreeing that the
response or intensity is proportionate to the circumstances. Try to draw the
person out of their thought pattern.
Some things you could say include:
• “We’re on the same team. I will help you.”
• “I can see this is hard for you.”
• “I understand you’re overwhelmed and that’s okay.”
• “That was really sad/frustrating/disappointing.”
• “Let’s take a break.”
• “You are safe.”
• “Would you like help/a break/to try again?”
• “I remember when you....”
• “Let’s come up with a solution together.”
• “Tell me more about that.”
• “I can hear you are upset but I don’t know what you need. Can you help
me understand?”
If safety conditions permit, it is also sometimes appropriate just to maintain
silence for a while and let the person process the situation more fully.
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Countdown Technique for Anxiety
Look around and notice:
• 5 Things you can SEE
• 4 Things you can FEEL
• 3 Things you can HEAR
• 2 Things you can SMELL
• 1 Thing you can TASTE

Regulation Activities
The following activities can help a person self-regulate:
• Listen to the sounds around you
• Count to 10
• Touch something in nature
• Push against a wall
• Notice your surroundings
• Go for a walk
• Touch the furniture
• Drink a glass of water
• Feel the temperature
• Focus your attention on something you see
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De-escalation Techniques
If you notice an athlete is experiencing distress:
• Try to connect with the athlete – this is when we fall back on that personal
connection we built
• Get the athlete to a place/position that feels safe to the athlete as quickly
as possible – this is not the time to try to reason with the athlete
• Redirect the athlete's behavior or focus by providing reasonable options for
alternative activities
After the athlete is calm, you can try to discuss what happened and why.

REGULATE

→

RELATE

→

REASON

Things to Remember
• Words may not always sink in – use visual cues
• Even if the situation doesn’t seem that bad to you, it’s how the athlete feels
that matters
• There’s a direct connection between stress and learning
• It’s okay to ask athletes directly what you can do to help them make it through
the session
• Kids who have experienced trauma:
• Aren’t trying to push your buttons
• Worry about what’s going to happen next
• Need to feel they’re good at something and can influence the world
• Can really struggle with self-regulation
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